SGA Resolution 9-16-S

A Resolution to Install Hanging Straps on all Raider Xpress Campus Shuttles.

Whereas: The campus shuttles are often filled to capacity requiring passengers to stand while riding.

Whereas: The only safety feature available for those standing is a horizontal bar suspended from the ceiling.

Whereas: Many students are not able to reach the safety bars comfortably, if at all.

THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 78TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: MTSU Parking Services will install bus straps within its fleet of campus shuttles.

Section 2: This resolution will be funded by Parking Services through the Campus Access Fee.

Section 3: This resolution will go into effect immediately upon favorable passage.

Sponsor: Emily Hollingsworth

CoSponsor: Chris Castelow